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Make figures pretty
with vector graphics



Raster and Vector Graphics?

Editors: Adobe Illustrator, Inkscape
Common formats: .pdf, .eps, .svg, .ai

Editors: Adobe Photoshop, gimp, paint(!)
Common formats: .png, .tiff, .jpg, .gif, .bmp

Advantages are ability to edit individual objects (lines, shapes, etc) and 
lack of resolution issues (you can zoom in forever without pixelation)

Advantages are speed, simplicity, and universality

Raster graphics use dot matrix data structures consisting of a 
rectangular grid of pixels, or points of color, to represent an image

If you save your scientific figures as vector images 
you can edit them freely outside your programming 
software, tweak the visuals, add them to posters...

Vector graphics uses a collection of geometrical objects such as 
points, lines, curves, and shapes or polygons - all of which are based on 
mathematical expressions - to represent an image



What is Inkscape

Free and open source

Cross platform: Windows, Linux, OS X

Make a poster or presentation

Extract a vector figure from a pdf of an article

Make schematic diagrams

Add finishing touches to Matlab/R/Python figures

What can I do with it?

Where can I get it? http://inkscape.org/

Vector drawing program (like Adobe Illustrator)

plt.savefig('file.pdf')

export_fig -pdf file.pdf



The Basics

Click and drag to move an object, hold CTRL to move along 
vertical/horizontal lines, press space to drop a copy

Zoom  (- and + keys), to selection (3), and to page (5)

Draw rectangles (F4), circles (F5), and lines (F6 and SHIFT-F6)

Stroke (colour, width) and fill (color, transparency), paste style 
(SHIFT-CTRL-V)

Text (F8) including font, size, bold/italics, stroke/fill, put on path...

Group select (F1) and node select (F2)
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More Basics

What's "on top": object order (PAGE UP and DOWN, HOME, 
END) and layers

Grouping (CTRL-G), select within a group (hold CTRL and 
select), Ungroup (SHIFT-CTRL-G)

Transformations (SHIFT-CTRL-M): scaling, rotating, skewing...

Combine (CTRL-K), union, difference, intersection, division...



LaTeX Equations

Can include preamble for including packages (\usepackage{bm})

Go to "Effects | TeX Text" and type latex code...get a nice 
vector obect:

TeXtext extension: http://pav.iki.fi/software/textext/



Trace Bitmap

after "Trace Bitmap"
...edit stroke

and fill...
Original JPEG

Import image file and go to "Path | Trace Bitmap..."

Can convert a hand-drawing into a vector object!
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